
Fractions
Finding Quarters



Learning Intention:
We are learning to find a quarter of a shape, object or 
quantity. 

Success Criteria:
• I can draw lines or cut a shape/object in quarters, by 

creating 4 equal parts.
• I can share a quantity in quarters by sharing the items in 4 

equal groups.

• I can write ¼ to show one quarter.

Watch this clip about quarters:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLxbPQRIyjw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLxbPQRIyjw


Making quarters
means that we 
share or cut a whole
in 4 equal parts. 

One quarter (¼) 
means 1 of the 4 
parts.

What does quarters mean?



Why do we write ¼ ?

¼This is 
called a 
fraction.

This numbers shows you how many 
parts the object/shape/quantity 
has been shared into. For quarters, 
we share into 4 (equal) parts.

This number shows you how 
many parts you are taking. For 
1 quarter, we are taking 1 of 
the 4  (equal) parts.



Quarters of an object

When we want to share and object in quarters, we want to create 4 equal parts.
We can think of 4 people sharing it and each of them needs to have as much as 
the other, or an equal share. 

Here is a pizza cut in 

quarters (4 parts), for 4 

people to share.

An orange cut in 

quarters (4 equal parts).

A dessert cut in quarters 

(4 equal parts).



Quarters of a shape

When we want to split a shape in quarters, we want to create 4 equal 
parts. 



What other fractions do we have for quarters?

Remember 
that:

¼
This number 
tells us how 
many of the 
parts are 
taken/coloured.

This number 
tells us in 
how many 
equal parts 
we have 
cut/shared 
the whole.

What do you think these fractions mean?
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1 of these 
parts is 
coloured. 
So we will 
write the 
fraction: 
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What part of the square is coloured?

Each one of these squares is split into quarters (4 equal parts). Each of these 

parts is ¼.

2 of these 
parts is 
coloured. 
So we will 
write the 
fraction: 

3 of these 
parts is 
coloured. 
So we will 
write the 
fraction: 

4 of these parts is 
coloured. So we will 
write the fraction:  

is the same as the            
whole square.2
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A quarter of a quantity

When we want to find a quarter (¼) of a quantity, we share the amount in 4 equal 
groups. Then we count how many are in 1 of these groups.   

¼ of 8 is 2.


